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Discover How to Bead in Just One Day with This Easy to Use Guide **** This is a Proven Step by
Step Method to Learning the Craft of Beading - Detailed Images Included ****Welcome to the
amazing world of Bead Making! When you begin making beaded jewelry of your own, youâ€™re
joining a very long tradition of artists, craftsman, and designers around the world who use beads to
make beautiful, wearable pieces of art. Making beaded jewelry allows you to express yourself both
through the actual making or creation of the pieces, and through the wearing of it once itâ€™s
complete. There are so many different ways you can construct beaded jewelry with no special skills
or equipment!In this book, you will learn how to create striking and unique pieces of jewelry by
playing with color, wire, thread, and technique. Making beaded jewelry is easy, fun, and maybe
even addicting. Even the tiniest beads add up quickly to become big, full, colorful projects. Start
making your own beaded jewelry today, and open up a world of color, creativity, and personal
expression that you may not have even knew existed. You will find that with each bead you place,
your passion for this craft will continue to grow.Included in this book are 10 beautiful bead projects,
so you can kick-start the learning process! These projects include pictures and a detailed step by
step method to assist beginners in their quest to master the art!Here is a preview of what you will
learnâ€¦The proper way to layout your beads before starting a projectThe materials and tools needed
to complete a beading projectHow to combine beads and colors to create beautiful
patternsFinishing techniques that will make you look like a pro10 original projects to practice all that
is taught in this bookDownload your copy today!
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If you ARE looking for a book full of pictures for ideas then this may be a disappointment, but if you
are wanting to learn a lot about the whats, whys, and how tos of making jewelry with beads then this
is a great book! It gives much info in a neat and orderly way going step by step thru many types of
beading. It explains well, yet simply about the different mediums you can use to string beads ON.I'd
recommend reading it all the way thru, THEN going back when you're ready to purchase supplies
and again when you're ready to create!I'm a real novice and am at the stage where I have many off
the supplies but may have gotten the wrong sizes crimp beads to actually get started with
stringing...BUT, I have what I need to start using them in wire wrapping which is my primary interest
anyway...Anyway, great book, especially for the price! Lots of helpful easily understood information!

Jewellery has been one of the top priorities of women all over the world. A lot of them are taking it
up as a business either by the passion as we can see in Ellen Warren or in a desire to make money.
Whatever be your objective this book Is going to help you. There are some who would love to learn
it as a hobby. This book is intended to teach the art of beaded jewellery.The author starts by
introducing us to the history of the beads and its jewellery. It was interesting to see that it was
prevalent in the stone ages. The book also describes how it evolved through Egypt, India, Japan
and other parts of the world.The book then moves on to the equipment needed which is the vital
part of the book. Then making own beads and finishing. The book covers two levels of learns the
beginners and the intermediates.Wide variety of jewellery such as earrings, necklaces, bangles and
bracelets have been covered. The process and the steps have been described through the detailed
instructions. There is good use of pictures to depict the designs, ideas, finished works and
colons.Experienced approach to the bead jewellery making.

I got this book after seen a hand made necklace created by a friend of mine. She suggested me to
buy it, thrilled by the way the author guided her, step by step, using detailed descriptions to make
her own jewelry. That is exactly my opinion once I read it. Now, I almost have all materials

demanded for the majority of the creations and I am ready to start creating my own handmade
jewelry.

This is the book I was searching for as I would like to learn how to make my own jewelry. Some of
the books I've looked at had somewhat complicated projects. Not so with the One Day Beading
Mastery as the book features some fairly simple but pretty projects.The author, Ellen Warren, offers
information on materials you need to create jewelry, the equipment needed, and project to create
bracelets, necklaces, earring and a ring.Recommend.

"Jewellery is one of the top priorities of all womenâ€™s all overthe world. Whatever be your
objective this book helped you. Thisbook is that I was searching for I would like to learn how to
makeown jewelry. In this book Author Ellen Warren Describe clearlyabout how to made Jewellery.
After read this book you will knowabout total materials of Jewellery, and you will know type of
Beading,Layouts of planning, materials and things you will need, making yourOwn beads and many
more useful tips and tricks about that. ReallyItâ€™s a nice guide for the beginner."

Not my idea of beading. Was looking for something along the lines of native American beadwork.
This is like the kindergarten of beading: get bead, string bead, repeat. Doesn't even have color
images. Sorry waste of time and cash.

the photos are poorly lighted and often hard to see and the projects are amaturish. Sadly, not even
worth the 99 cents.

Dull, with no color photos to clearly show the work.
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